
Hungarian sayings and proverbs

Addig nyújtózkodj, amíg a takaród ér.
Strech only till the end of your blanket. 
Do not want more than you can have.

In Hungarian
Direct translation
Meaning

Kilóg a lóláb.
The leg of the horse is sticking out.
Something is very suspicious.

Ritka, mint a fehér holló.
As rare as a white crow.
Really rare. (EN: As rare as hen's teeth.)

Két dudás nem fér meg egy csárdában.
Two men playing the bagpipes cannot be in the same pub.
Two people want to control and they cannot bear each other.



Nem árul zsákbamacskát.
They do not sell the cat in the bag.
They express their opinions honestly. 

Megtalálta a zsák a foltját.
The bag found its hole.
Two people (usually a couple) really match each other
considering bad habits. E.g. both of them cheat on the other. 

Madarat tolláról, embert barátjáról.
Judge the bird by its feather, and man by his friends.
It tells a lot of someone who they are friends with. 

Amit szabad Jupiternek, nem szabad a kisökörnek.
The little ox cannot do what Jupiter can.
Little children cannot do what adults already can/allowed to do.

Elöl tűz, hátul víz.
Fire is in front of us, water is behind us.
Danger is approaching from everywhere.



Köti az ebet a karóhoz.
Ties the dog to the stick.
Someone sticks to their position/plan/idea.

Kecskére bízta a káposztát.
He entrusted the cabbage to the goat.
It is not advisable to entrust something to somebody who seeks
to obtain that thing.

Addig jár a korsó a kútra, amíg el nem törik.
You take the jar to the well till it breaks. 
If you do something bad, it will turn out eventually.

Nem minden arany, ami fénylik.
Not everything that is shining is gold.
Some things are often deceiving. 


